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The Annual Executive Board meeting of the National Federation held in Chicago, Illinois on June 27 was an enthusiastic session. Attendance was the largest ever recorded.

One of our most recent Guilds to affiliate, the Chicago group, was most cooperative in providing physicians to staff the Exhibit devoted to moral principles in medical practice. The annual spiritual activity of the Federation, offering a Memorial Mass for deceased members of the Federation and the American Medical Association, was celebrated at St. Mary’s Church. The Hospitality Hour following closed the day’s activities.

Dr. James T. Nix of New Orleans presented, as a display, his study of lung cancer in nuns, a project which is a part of the Health of Religious Program an activity which is sponsored by the National Federation of Catholic Physicians’ Guilds. This was the first time the Federation had exhibited in the scientific section. Assignment was in the area of Diseases of the Chest. Prominent mention was made of the study in the Chicago Tribune. It is hoped that other studies can be prepared in this area in the future.

The Guild reports were most enlightening. The activities best suited to local needs were evidenced in the comments delegates made as they described their annual programs. The Mission Doctors’ Association of the Archdiocese of Los Angeles sponsored by the Los Angeles Guild and the Guatemala project of the Detroit Guild were important facets of the accounts these groups gave of their projects.

The winter Program will extend from November 30 to December 1 in Los Angeles, following the Clinical Sessions of the A.M.A. We trust Guild delegates will be appointed early.
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